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Legal Notice 

Disclaimer 

The illustrations and other views, displays, and screen captures appearing in this 

manual are examples used to explain how the application’s features and controls 

are used. What is displayed in the illustrations may differ from what is displayed 

on your actual equipment and may not represent something that is possible in 

actual operation. The functions that you can use and the information that you can 

display may differ depending on the location and environment conditions. 

Therefore, use the illustrations only as guidelines. 

The names of companies, products, people, characters, and data mentioned in 

the examples herein are fictitious and are in no way intended to represent any 

real individual, company, product, or event, unless otherwise noted. 

The contents of this document are provided for informational purposes only.  No 

warranty or guarantee is given regarding the accuracy, reliability or completeness 

of the information provided herein, and under no circumstances will CartaSense 

be liable for any loss, including (but not limited to) direct, indirect, incidental, 

special or consequential damages caused by the use of such information.  

CartaSense shall not be responsible or liable for any business decisions made 

based on such information. 

Documentation Comments 

Your suggestions are important to us because we want to make our documentation more 

useful to you. 

Please send e-mail comments about this guide or any of CartaSense documentation and 

Help systems to: 

info@cartasense.com  

Please include the following information with your comments: 

Document title 

Page number 

Your name and organization (optional) 

Example:  

U-Sensor Gateway Installation Guide  
Page 25 

CartaSense 

mailto:info@cartasense.com
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1 Abtract 

This document provides a description of the short term as well as the long term benefits gained by 

users from using CartaSense wireless sensor technology for the real time monitoring of good and 

environments. 

CartaSense is the first company to have introduced the Internet-of-Things approach to the wireless 

sensor monitoring market. CartaSense products are being used successfully in several markets like 

Cold Chains where it is used for monitoring production; for monitoring the environment in 

warehouses, trucks, trains, sheds, and smart buildings; and for carrying out precise agriculture tasks 

in open fields, greenhouses and irrigation systems. 

For the agriculture market, the company offers several monitoring products that enable the analysis 

of environmental temperature, soil moisture, and solar radiation (PPF) in a variety of field 

applications such as silo-bags and greenhouses, in storage cold-rooms, or even on trucks in transit. 

To protect customer’s assets and products, whether they are in storage or on the move, CartaSense 

offers end-to-end monitoring and alerting capabilities using advanced wireless sensor networking 

technologies. CartaSense wireless sensor systems feature true, long term, battery operation and 

adaptive capabilities, thus providing flexible wireless mesh networks that always work. 

The company easy-to-use sensors enable the quality of pharmaceuticals and fresh produce to be 

maintained in storage or during transit. Using CartaSense solution helps you to comply with the GxP 

in every climate. Just place a sensor on the pallet, and the monitoring system automatically 

recognizes it and begins collecting and logging data. If change in the temperature occurs, then the 

relevant person will receive an immediate SMS or email alert containing information not only 

regarding the temperature level, but also pinpointing the exact pallet, Silo or warehouse affected so 

that actions can be taken immediately and prevent delays or loss of goods. 

This document will elaborate on the issues faced by customers who are processing, storing or 

shipping sensitive goods and describe CartaSense solutions and the benefits from those solutions. 

 



Abtract 
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1.1 Terms and Definition 

The following table includes the terms, abbreviations and definitions used in the document. 
 
 

Term Definition 

US U-Sensor, CartaSense  wireless sensor   

USG U-Sensor Gateway, CartaSense Wireless/Ethernet  Sensor Gateway 

MESH  

AAA Triple A – Battery standard 

GPRS General Packet Radio Service is a packet oriented mobile data service 
available to all users of the 2.5G cellular communication GSM systems    

GSM Global System for Mobile communications (Cellular Standard) 

LAN Local Area Network 

LED Light Emitting Diode (Indicators of the USG and the AC adapter) 

M Million (1,000,000) 

RS Resident Sensor 

WiFi A Wireless LAN (Abbr. for Wireless Fidelity) 

 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Packet_oriented
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_Data_Service
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2G
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cellular_communication
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_System_for_Mobile_Communications
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2 The paradigm shift in monitoring 

Monitoring of goods and assets is either compulsory by regulations or are dictated 

by the need to secure those assets. 

Traditional systems are stationary and / or hindsight – namely wired sensors in 

warehouses and loggers in goods in transit. 

New technologies and the increased pressure on operational efficiency are paving 

the way to new paradigms of monitoring assets and bringing quick ROI by providing 

real time information and enabling ad-hoc corrective actions. 

Current solutions provide answers to questions like: what happened to my asset? 

Or did my assets arrive at the warehouse?  whith advanced  real time monitoring 

answer questions like : where is my asset now ?, what is the condition of my asset ? 

Looking forward, leveraging on Internet of Things development, real time systems 

will provide decision support for real time business decisions, so more complex 

questions can be answered in real-time, like: what is the best place to sell my produce 

? Should I wait a day before shipping due to harsh weather? What are the odds my 

shipment will make it without any temperature excursion? 

 

Figure 1 - The paradigm shift in monitoring 



The paradigm shift in monitoring 
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2.1 Real-time Monitoring of goods: issues & 
Benefits  

Very few technologies enable monitoring real-time of goods. while a cellular 

monitoring device enjoys the cellular network coverage, it is highly priced , thus limiting 

the value range of the goods to be monitored to higher values goods,  and if it is done, 

then there is high cost and complex logistic required the return of the monitoring 

system back to its origin.  

CartaSense, one time use, wireless sensors, provide simple and cost effective 

monitoring solution of both temperature and relative humidity of the goods while in 

storage or during its transit in the cold chain.  

2.1.1 Less spoilage    

The most immediate benefit of real-time monitoring is the capability to take quick 

actions when an issue is detected. It can be increasing (or decreasing) of the air-

condition temperature set point while still in transit, move the goods from a warm 

location (waiting for too long in the main hall of a warehouse) back to the fridge 

room, etc.  The immediate result, is less spoilage 

2.1.2 Empty shelves / Production stop 

Just in time delivery of goods is key service required in many industries. If product 

takes long to ship and when it arrives it turns out that it is spoiled, it will take long 

time until new goods will be shipped. In retail it means empty shelves, in 

manufacturing it means production stop.  

With real-time monitoring of the goods in transit, issues like that are detected early 

in the shipping process and new goods can be shipped immediately when the issue 

is detected.  

2.1.3 Remaining shelf life estimation 

Quality of goods is very often related to the remaining shelf life of the product. 

However, it is difficult to predict it as it requires a complete history of the product 

environment from its creation to the time it is actually delivered.  

Good on same pallets delivered from same manufacturing facility with the same 

transportation method, can experience completely different environmental history. 

One pallet may wait longer on the dock and exposed to direct sun light. It is also 

known that the temperature range inside a truck can be up-to 7 degrees centigrade.   

By adding a sensor on each pallet, an exact temperature history can obtained and 

at each point in time remaining shelf life can be estimated. This enables the user to 

use FEFO (First Expired First Out) inventory management. Certification approval 

Some industries, such as food & pharmaceutical require that the goods will be 

monitored. CartaSense products meet the relevant regulations: FDA, CFR21, WHO 

(World Health Organization)   
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2.1.4 More automation / Less labor 

Unlike the traditional process, where personnel are looking for the loggers, taking 

them to a PC and uploading measurement history, once a shipment , fitted with 

wireless sensors arrives at its destination, an automatic alert is sent to the relevant 

person.  When the shipment is real-time monitored throughout the journey, the 

temperature measurements are already available a the time of arrival. In cases 

where in-transit monitoring is not available, the temperature and humidity 

measurements will be uploaded automatically , and will be available for inspection 

within a short time.  

This simplifies the logistic process and reduces the trained labor required in the 

field.  

2.1.5 Time of shipment approval  

A key issue is that shipping documents are processed manually and very often it is 

done long time after the shipment arrival.  

Because of its automatic nature of the wireless system, the sensor connects 

immediately to the system with the exact time of arrival. This enables the shipper to 

issue an invoice much easier and much sooner.  

2.1.6 No limitation on movements of goods 

The long range of the wireless sensors eliminates the need for gate methodology. 

The sensors are connected to already while the trucks wait in line for the docking 

bays. 

The long range also implies that unlike RFID gates, there is much more freedom in 

choosing the installation location of a gateway. Eliminating costly cables, and labor.  
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2.2 Real-time Monitoring of Environments : issues 
& Benefits  

Monitoring of fixed assets like warehouses, involves both the price of the 

temperature measuring devices, the labor involved and the infrastructure needed to 

aggregate all measurements and record them. Battery operated wireless sensors that 

do not require external power supply, greatly reduce this onetime expense. No wires 

are needed to be laid, and a simple connection of the gateway eliminates the need for 

trained personnel, site survey etc. More advanced systems eliminate the need for 

externally powered range extender and are flexible to accommodate environmental 

changes with mesh connectivity. 

2.2.1 Cost reduction  

Easy installation, not requiring trained personnel, no cabling and battery life of 

several years present a significant reduction in expenses over current wired and 

previous generations of the wireless monitoring solutions. An independent 

infrastructure , based on cellular connectivity, reduces the pains of integration 

through the local LAN (the notorious firewall) and allows easy management of all 

remote gateway units. 

2.2.2 No interfernece with other IT systems 

BY utilizing unlicensed frequency bands that are in little use , like the 433MHz band, 

there are no interference and co-existence issues with legacy wireless installations 

like forklift and hand held terminals. 

2.2.3 Shared infrastructure  

Apart of environmental monitoring, other paramaters can be monitored with the 

same infrastructure, like: product monitoring, energy efficiency, water levels and 

others, all aggregated to the same server and available for analysis , followed by 

cost saving measures.. As each one of the wireless sensors is also a router, all 

sensor (environmental goods and others) can be used to transfer the monitored 

data to the gateway.  

2.2.4 Warehouse mapping   

Some pharmaceutical and food companies are required to map the warehouse 

temperature in various locations so it can be proved that the entire warehouse is in 

the right condition. Placing the sensors also in the points required for mapping will 

enable to verify the quality of the warehouse all year long. Using wireless sensors 

simplify the placement of sensors, and reduce mapping cost over owning and 

calibrating sensors. 
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3 Success stories 

3.1 End to end monitoring of a distribution centers 
and secondary distribution vehicles 

3.1.1 Customer’s issue 

 Find a way to protect the brand name (in this case well known international 

brand), through tight monitoring of distribution centers and distribution vehicles 

3.1.2 The challenge 

Achieve the goal in a short time , with excellent price /performance. Get the 

small secondary distribution vehicles monitored with a low cost solution. Get all 

the data online for analysis and alerts 

3.1.3 Implementation 

Warehouse monitoring was easy, with a single USG per warehouse, and several 

sensors for monitoring across the premises.(see Figure 2) 

The secondary distribution trucks were fitted with a single R-sensor each.  

When the trucks come for loading they are uploading the temperature readings 

from the last loading, thus allowing the vendor to keep track on the 

subcontractors in an extremely cost effective manner. (see Figure 3) 

The solution suggested by CartaSense targets issues which are highly important 

for the customer – keeping the products quality and freshness, and be 

environment friendly. 

For the warehouse monitoring where the products are stored, CartaSense 

suggested real time temperature monitoring, allowing corrective actions when 

temperature goes above or below range. 

While in transit, CartaSense suggested monitoring the refrigerated container, so 

at the end of the trip, it is possible to know the temperature conditions the 

products experienced. 



Success stories 
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Figure 2- Typical warehouse mapping 

 

 

Figure 3- U-Sensor installation in a truck 
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3.2 Real-time monitoring of international pharma 
shipments 

3.2.1 Abstract 

The company was founded in Germany in 1890, and has grown into one of the 

world's leading logistics providers. Today, the Group has more than 1000 offices 

in over 100 countries, with over 63,000 employees. The key business activities 

and market position are built on the company's truly world class capabilities: Its 

strong market position lies in the sea freight, airfreight, contract logistics and 

overland businesses, with a clear focus on providing IT-based lead logistics 

solutions. (From company website) 

As a leading company, it is just natural that it is the pioneer in setting a 

monitored supply chain, meeting the requirements and regulations in the 

pharmaceutical industry. 

3.2.2 Customer’s Goal 

Offer a real-time monitoring service to its customers, creating a differentiated 

offering for the demanding pharma customers.  

3.2.3 Implementation 

A complete set of installations, spanning warehouses and trucks, with integration 

into the ERP system.  

Warehouses were fitted with a USG and several sensors per warehouse (See 

figures 8 and 9 )  

Extensive use of the dashboard USG model, allow sending real-time temperature 

measurements and location fixes from subcontracted vehicles (See Figure 6 and 

Figure 7).  

The mesh capabilities of the CartaSense wireless sensors network allow 

connectivity from a pharma grade reefer to the truck cabin. 

CartaSense wireless sensors are approved by various air carriers, thus allowing 

them to accompany pharma air freight.  



Success stories 
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Figure 4- Warehouse mapping 

 

Figure 5- USG installation 

 

. 
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Figure 6- Dashboard unit in the driver’s cabin 

 

 

Figure 7- The trip from Aarau to Milano 
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4 System Overview 

A complete offering from sensors to servers, tailord for specific applications in industry , 

agriculture and logistics. 

 The wireless sensors monitoring the goods or the environments. The wireless 

sensors are connected to each other and to the gateway via an advanced Mesh 

Network, based on IoT (Internet of Things) technology. CartaSense has 3 

product families of Sensors: 

o U-Sensor for product monitoring 

o R-Sensor for in resident warehouse monitoring 

o M-Sensor for integration with external sensors and for out-door usage 

 The gateway (USG) connecting the mesh sensors in a specific location to the 

central communication server via either public or private networks. 

 The communication server, collects all the data from the gateways, in real time 

and makes it available to any external application via a well-defined, web service 

technology interface.  

 Technical application enabling the view of measurements, the mesh network 

architecture and other valuable data. This application is web enabled and can be 

operated from any web enabled device. 

 Additional analytics helps produce reports like warehouse mapping , shipment 

location and more  

 

Figure 8 - CartaSense monitoring Eco system 
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Once a USG is identified by a sensor, to be in communication range, data is transmitted 

from the USs to the USG. Each USG is connected to the Communication Server (CS) 

either through LAN (Ethernet gateway) or cellular communication (GPRS Gateway), 

transmitting the received data from all USs. Resident Sensors may also be used as 

repeaters and extending the range of the wireless sensor network.   

Each one of CartaSense wireless sensors has the capability to operate as a repeater to 

other wireless sensors that are not in communication range with the Gateway. All the 

sensors automatically form a dynamic, self-healing, mesh network which is very 

resilient even when working in though RF conditions. 

CartaSense products are being used successfully in several market segments: 

 Cold chain – monitoring goods while in production, warehouses or transit. For 

example: Food, Pharmaceutical, Flowers 

 Environmental monitoring – monitoring the environment of locations such as: 

Warehouses, trucks, trains, Smart buildings, sheds, etc. 

 Precision agriculture – monitoring for variety of specific market segments such as: 

Silo bags, Greenhouses, open fields and Irrigation systems 

 Other M2M solutions such as: metering of water, electricity and other. 

4.1 Typical system architecture  

An application based on CartaSense technology contains the following elements: 

 Variety of wireless sensors, forming the mesh network. 

– One-time-use, U-Sensor for product monitoring, R-Sensor for environmental 

monitoring, M-Sensor- for outdoor usage such precise agriculture, or 

connecting to sensors types as may be needed by the specific application. 

 Gateway – one per location either a warehouse or a truck. 

– U-Sensor Gateway (USG) 

 Communication Server - one per customer 

–  Supports both Windows and Linux 

– With well-defined Web service technology interface for easy integration  

 Application 

– Web enabled technical application  



System Overview 
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Figure 9- Typical system architecture 

 

 

4.2 Key system features  

While the CartaSense system is very easy to use and operate, it provides a set of 

features which is unique compared to other wired or wireless offerings in the market. 

The key system offerings are as follows: 

 Support variety of sensors and interfaces for large range of applications and use cases  

of real-time monitoring 

– Temperature ranging from -35°C to +65°C with both internal and external 

probes support relative humidity (0-100 %), soil humidity, sun radiation,  

– Interface to other inputs such as SPI, pulse (for smart metering), analog input, 

and digital inputs 

 Long durability, without the need for re-charge  

– CartaSense sensors are designed to work for long period using either coin 

battery (support for up 7 month), 2 AAA batteries (support for up to 24 month) 

and 2 AA batteries (support for over 5 years).  

 Robust yet simple wireless sensor network 

– Self-healing, adaptive and resilient wireless sensor network 

– Maintenance free network structure. No network management is required 
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– Each sensor can be a router with support for up-to 15 hopes, enabling support 

for both large distance (up to hundreds of meters)  as well as large number of 

sensors (up to 1000) 

– Flexible protocol enabling new information types as well as support for various 

networks structures. 

– Support for monitoring of Cargo while on an airplane  

 Real time monitoring and logger all in one solution.  

– Sensors are served also as loggers when wireless communication is not 

available. Once a USG is in range all data is automatically transmitted.  Current 

version supports over 2500 measurements 

 Remote configuration: 

– Each element in the network (sensors & Gateway) can be remotely configured 

to enable various behavior such as:  Sensing frequency, communication 

frequency, etc.  

– Each sensor & Gateway provides telemetry information to enable good 

maintenance of the network: Battery level, communication sensitivity and 

structure and more. 

 Each of CartaSense USG (Gateways) can be equipped with GPS to enable 

Geographical location capability. 

– Each measurement is marked with the USG ID to enable location ID of the 

sensors itself  

 Optimized frequency range for the wireless sensors  

– CartaSense is using 433Mhz  which recognized to be the most resilient  

frequency for the cold chain , agriculture and other water sensitive applications. 

This frequency is open and is available for monitoring applications all over the 

world.  

 Excellent performance in rough RF and environmental conditions 

– The dynamic nature of the mesh network enables coverage even if one of the 

elements of the network was disconnected. 

– The sensors and the USG only emit about 250 micro watts. However the 

system provides excellent performance under RF conditions such as : 

 Wet environments, inside refrigerators, inside trucks, inside production 

silo, outdoor application working in rainy environment and more. 

 The following are examples of the range measured : 

 Clear day over 800 meters 

 Rainy days , hanging from trees in a forest, over 200 meters 
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 The system is designed to be easily adaptable to various IT systems using a well-

protected, web service interface based XML technology.  

– Supports both Windows & Linux 

– Supports various Database solutions 

– Advanced, web enabled, technical application 

 

4.3 Certifications and standards support  

Because the CartaSense WL sensors are served as both thermometers as well as loggers, 

they are required to pass various certifications needed in several markets. The following is 

the current list of such certification: 

 FCC / CE / IC  approval  

 FDA CFR 21 part 11 support for pharmaceutical and food 

 FDA approved materials for food contact 

 ROHS and WEEE compatible materials 

 Compliance with EN 12830 logger standard 

 Compliance with WHO standard for thermometers  

 CAA – Israeli aviation authorities approval 

 DO160G section 21 category H approved for air cargo shipment monitoring 

 

 


